GEORGE THE THIRD
ship had not yet hung out distress lights and that the present
crew was quite competent to make port without running the
risk of shipwreck. North had obviously taken a shrewd
measure of his colleagues in the Ministry. There were gaps
to be filled; but with the possible exception of the Woolsack
none of them created any serious difficulties; and it is a
testimony to his ability as a Prime Minister that in the first
five years of his tenure of office there were surprisingly few
ministerial changes.
Bristol's attachment to Chatham was greater than his love of
office, and his resignation left the Privy Seal vacant. North
offered the post to Halifax, who accepted it—not altogether with
the approval of the King, who thought the Earl too old for
employment. "Weymouth went when it seemed certain that war
with Spain could not be avoided; and his place was given to
Sandwich, an old campaigner in the political arena but still a
none too reputable person in private life. When Hawke resigned
his post as First Lord of the Admiralty in 1771 Sandwich succeeded
him. Halifax was eager to secure Sandwich's place, and North
was willing to accede to his request. The King, while he was quite
prepared to accept North's recommendation—and did so without
any show of fuss—could not refrain from again pointing out that
Halifax was rather old for active ministerial life. To North he
wrote:
If Lord Halifax is desirous of the Northern Seals, I can have no
objection to it, though had I been in his situation and of his age,
I should have preferred his motto.
Halifax was then a prematurely old man of fifty-five: his motto
was otium cum dignitate.
As Lord Privy Seal Halifax was succeeded by the Earl of
Suffolk. By no means a brilliant man Suffolk's entry into the
Administration was a notable accession of strength from North's
point of view. As a result of George Grenville's death and
Temple's retirement from politics Suffolk was virtually the leader
of the Grenville group of Whigs; and Chatham characterized
his desertion from the ranks of the Opposition as * pitiable.'
Suffolk did not remain in his new office for long: on Halifax's
death in the summer of 1771 he succeeded him as Secretary of
State. Not less surprising was North's choice of Suffolk's successor
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